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ABSTRACT

Patients with Wilms' tumor, a common malignant childhood tumor, have an excellent survival rate. The
treatment protocol, which consists of a combination of surgery, chemotherapy, and irradiation, may induce
both short- and long-term systemic effects. This paper addresses concerns regarding the effects of treatment
on long-term renal function in the survivors of Wilms' tumor. In a retrospective study, the charts of 36
patients treated at the Children's Hospital of Western Ontario were analyzed with respect to the epidemiology
and parameters of renal function. It was determined that patients with Stage I disease maintained normal
renal function over five years. However, those with Stage III and IV disease exhibited decreased renal
function immediately after treatment but regained normal renal function within five years. This investigation
clearly establishes the need for future prospective studies of long-term renal function of the remaining kidney
in children who have undergone treatment for Wilms' tumor.

INTRODUCTION

Wilms' tumor (WT) is the most common abdominal tumor in children. Globally, the incidence of this
childhood cancer is approximately 1 in 10,000 children (1). Tumors typically present in children under the
age of 15 years, most commonly between the ages of 3 and 5 years.

WT is a malignant embryonal tumor that develops from the rapid proliferation of renal metanephric blastema.
In most cases, an asymptomatic abdominal mass is discovered by the parent or by the physician during
routine physical examination. However, abdominal pain, hematuria, hypertension, fever, malaise, and weight
loss may also be present (2).

Both hereditary and sporadic forms of the disease exist. Several different genes may be involved, one of
which has been located on the short arm of chromosome 11 (band 11p13) (3). Aniridia, hemihypertrophy, and
Beckwith-Wiedemann syndrome are often associated with WT, making screening of patients with these signs
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a priority. Bilateral tumors are more likely to result from the hereditary form and occur in 5-10% of WT
patients (4). These children have a worse prognosis than those afflicted with the more common unilateral WT.

Other prognostic indicators of WT include the stage at diagnosis, the histopathologic features of the tumor,
and the age of patient. Tumor staging has been devised by the National Wilms' Tumor Study Group. Stage I is
limited to the kidney within the capsule and can be completely excised through surgery. Stage II extends
beyond the kidney capsule and can also be completely excised. Patients with Stage III disease have tumor
metastases confined to the abdomen, while those with Stage IV disease have hematogenously disseminated
metastases, predominantly to the liver and lungs. Stage V refers to bilateral renal involvement at the time of
diagnosis (5).

Therapy for WT consists of surgery (i.e., uninephrectomy), postoperative and more recently preoperative
chemotherapy (some combination of vincristine, actinomycin D, adriamycin, etoposide, cyclophosphamide,
or cisplatin), and in some cases, irradiation (6). Over the past two decades, more effective protocols for the
treatment of WT consisting of chemotherapy, irradiation, and surgical techniques have been developed. The
primary goal has been to reduce the predictable adverse consequences of current short- and long-term
treatment modalities. The use of toxic, high-dose chemotherapeutic agents has been reduced and radiotherapy
is presently reserved for higher-stage disease. The improvements in treatment protocol and earlier, more
accurate detection of WT have resulted in a current five-year survival rate of 90% for all stages combined (7).

Long-term sequelae following multimodal treatment protocols have been described by several authors.
Complications include secondary malignant neoplasms such as leukemia, lymphoma, sarcoma, and
carcinoma, as well as cardiac abnormalities, growth, and developmental delay (5). In addition, specific effects
on renal function have been noted. The chemotherapeutic agent, ifosfamide, causes tubular nephropathy and
can result in a complete Fanconi syndrome (8,9). Cisplatin may also lead to unpredictable and severe renal
damage, especially when combined with other nephrotoxic agents such as aminoglycoside antibiotics (10).
Furthermore, the use of actinomycin D with other chemotherapeutic agents worsens renal damage when used
with irradiation (11).

The long-term effects of treatment on renal function have not been clearly defined. However, progressive
renal dysfunction in WT patients may result from the removal of functional renal tissue through surgical
nephrectomy and acute or chronic damage caused by chemotherapy. Uninephrectomy alone results in few, if
any, adverse consequences over a period of 10 to 20 years (12,13). We therefore studied the effects of the
combination of chemotherapy, irradiation, and uninephrectomy on long-term renal function in children with
WT.

The purpose of this retrospective study was to determine the effect of multimodal therapy on renal function
up to five years following completion of treatment. The epidemiology and clinical presentation of WT in
Southwestern Ontario over the past 20 years are also described.

METHODS

A retrospective study analyzing the charts of 36 patients diagnosed with unilateral WT from 1974 to August
of 1994 was performed. All patients were treated at the Children's Hospital of Western Ontario in London.
The treatment protocol was documented and found to be relatively consistent within each stage (Table 1).

Serial measurements of serum creatinine, proteinuria, and hematuria were recorded from the patients' charts.
In addition, the patients' gender, place of birth, and age at the time of diagnosis were noted. The staging and
clinical description of the tumor, along with associated signs, symptoms, and relapse interval were recorded.
The cases were subsequently grouped according to stage at the time of diagnosis.



The renal function of patients with Stage I, III, and IV disease was estimated through standardization of the
serum creatinine levels. Insufficient data were available for Stage II patients diagnosed during the period of
study. Therefore, renal function for this group was not included. Each individual serum creatinine level was
divided by the mean value for age and gender (14). As renal function is inversely related to creatinine levels,
the inverse of the above calculation was determined, multiplied by 100, and expressed as a percent. The
resultant value offers a reflection of the renal function. Serum creatinine measurement is perhaps the simplest
assessment of renal function and is a relative indicator of the glomerular filtration rate (GFR) (15).

The data were entered into Microsoft Excel for Macintosh (Redmond, WA, USA) and were then plotted over
a five-year period. Stage III and IV patients shared similar treatment protocols and were grouped together for
statistical analysis. The differences between Stage I and Stages III and IV together at each time point were
analyzed using the Student's t test (one tail). A difference was considered statistically significant if p < 0.05.
Statistical analysis was performed using the Macintosh program Statview 512 (Calabasas, CA, USA).

RESULTS

Epidemiology

The patients referred with WT were distributed throughout Southwestern Ontario (Fig. 1), and the number of
patients referred was proportional to the population of the referring center; therefore, there did not appear to
be any regional differences in the incidence of the disease.

Pathophysiology

Histopathology may take the form of favorable or unfavorable cellular patterns. The unfavorable histology
(UH) is further subdivided into anaplastic (16) and sarcomatous (17) subtypes. UH occurs in 10% of patients
and carries a much worse prognosis than the favorable histology (FH).

Our patient sample consisted of 18 Stage I, 3 Stage II, 8 Stage III (6 with FH, 2 with UH), and 7 Stage IV (4
with FH, 3 with UH) children (Table 2). The age at the time of diagnosis varied from one month to 16 years.
Stage I, II, III, and IV were diagnosed at 4.3 +/- 3.6, 5.0 +/- 1.0, 5.4 +/- 3.2, and 8.0 +/- 4.3 years respectively.
The male to female gender ratios (M:F) for each stage were noted and are presented in Table 2. Two children
with Stage IV disease died, one within a year after treatment, and the other within three years. These patients
were included in the data.

Presenting Signs and Symptoms

The majority of patients (60%) with Wilms' tumor presented with an asymptomatic abdominal mass (Fig. 2).
Of these, the majority were asymptomatic, while some also had some abdominal pain (11.1%) or fatigue
(5.6%). As a presenting feature, hematuria occurred by itself in 6% of the patients and in association with
abdominal pain in 11%. Rare presentations included bowel obstruction (2.8%), pyelonephritis (2.8%),
hypertension (2.8%), and heart failure (2.8%). Neither aniridia nor hemihypertrophy was documented in any
of the patients.

Renal Function

Renal function was determined following the completion of treatment. Serum creatinine levels standardized
for age and gender revealed that Stage I patients maintained normal function throughout the five year study
period (Fig. 3). As mentioned in Methods, renal function values for patients with Stage II disease were not



included due to insufficient data. Patients with Stage III and IV disease, when combined, had significantly
poorer renal function than patients with Stage I disease over the first three years after treatment, as reflected
by the standardized serum creatinine. This difference was statistically significant when analyzed at 0.5, 1, and
2 years. Over five years following the completion of treatment, normal renal function was maintained by
Stage I patients and was achieved by Stage III and IV patients.

DISCUSSION

With the improved survival of children treated for malignancy, long-term side effects of treatment are
becoming increasingly recognized. It is important to monitor long-term renal function in these children
considering the excellent survival rate of patients with WT, the toxicity of chemotherapy, and the demands of
growth on a single kidney.

The results of this study demonstrate that children with Stage I disease, who were treated primarily with
chemotherapy and uninephrectomy, maintained normal renal function during the five years of follow-up. This
suggests that adequate renal tissue is preserved and that the effects of treatment may be negligible as late as
five years after treatment.

However, children with Stage III and Stage IV WT, who were treated with uninephrectomy, chemotherapy,
and often irradiation, had impaired renal function soon after treatment. The causes of this dysfunction are
likely mutifactorial and are related to the exposure to chemotherapy and other nephrotoxins. An alteration in
renal function, as reflected by an abnormal serum creatinine, tubular proteinuria, or hypertension, has been
previously recognized (18-21).

These patients' early impaired renal function eventually appeared to normalize within the five-year period
after treatment; this is consistent with the findings of Makipernaa et al. who reported that survivors of WT
seldom had long-term renal sequelae or other systemic complications (22). Our observation suggests that
renal function is normalized by the remaining kidney, possibly as a result of compensatory hypertrophy
and/or recovery of normal renal parenchyma following the nephrotoxicity of chemotherapy.

Although our patients recovered normal renal function within five years, two very ill patients with Stage IV
WT and poor renal function died within the period of analysis. This effect may have lowered the initial post-
treatment renal function mean value and accentuated the rise of renal function of the group toward 100% of
normal. Two patients with poor renal function who were studied with nuclear glomerular filtration rate (GFR)
investigations demonstrated a consistent decline in renal function at long-term follow-up (data not shown).

As in any retrospective study, many variables may have affected our results. We were unable to precisely
control for the treatment protocols as they changed in subtle ways throughout the 20 years. Documentation of
renal function indices, including serum creatinine, blood pressure, and urinalyses was not standardized and
was at times sporadic.

In this study, we describe the regional distribution and epidemiology of the childhood Wilms' tumor in
Southwestern Ontario over the past 20 years. In addition, we describe renal function in these patients up to
five years of follow-up after the completion of treatment. The results demonstrate altered renal function soon
after treatment in children with higher stages of disease but not after five years. While there appears to be an
improvement in function over time, this trend is confounded by patient dropout due to death. Nonetheless,
these results suggest the need for further prospective studies of renal function in long-term survivors of
Wilms' tumor, specifically monitoring blood pressure, proteinuria, creatinine clearance, and glomerular
filtration rate.
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